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Agricultural web TV in France Guy Waksman1, Claude Holl2, Charles Burriel3 and Sylvie Masselin-Silvin4 1 ACTA Informatique, Paris, France; [email protected] 2 EP-TE, Paris, France; [email protected] 3 Agro Sup Dijon, France; [email protected] 4 ACTA Informatique, Paris, France; [email protected] Abstract The web TV, i.e. a TV channel over the Internet, is a new means to inform farmers that is becoming more and more popular in France and in Europe as shown by many initiatives of public authorities as well as of agricultural advisory organisations and commercial companies. Our organisations have been involved in two Agricultural Web TV projects since 2005. The first one named CanalAgri initiated by a local community in Burgundy puts special emphasis on interactivity. The second one named Agri Web TV, funded by the French Ministry of agriculture, has a national range and aims at developing internal competences to establish sound relationships with Web TV actors (commercial companies or public actors) operating in France and to propose to them relevant videos upon request. In this paper we try to draw lessons and to gather observations thanks to the above mentioned projects with both technological and organisational aspects. We also describe initiatives in France: private commercial and public channels. From both our experience and the description of running projects, we try in conclusion to discuss the economical model of the Web TV that does not replace to existing information dissemination tools in the Agricultural sector, but is a complement to these tools. Will the Web TV be the ‘killing application’ that will push farmers to adopt ICT? Keywords: agricultural web TV, information dissemination Introduction Contrary to commonly spread opinion, agriculture at least in France has been really present and for a long time in many movies and on TV channels. However the actors involved in agriculture or rural areas promotion have the feeling of a lack of tools to communicate to large public audiences. This is the reason why agricultural chambers (institutional bodies elected by farmers, agricultural workers, people working in service organisations, etc.) decided to develop their own web TV channel (see: www.terredinfostv.fr) in order to answer questions raised by French people. The French ministry of agriculture is developing the same approach with the intensive use of videos on its own web site. This ministry benefits from a real cinema tradition from a long time and its movie archives will be available on the web very soon. The official web site (see: www.agriculture.gouv.fr) already proposes a lot of videos for farmers as well as for a larger public. Commercial actors do expect to renew their communication towards farmers and are eager to use videos and the Internet to attract their attention. This is the objective of private commercial web TV such as www.tvagri.info, www.lateleagricole.net or www.terre-net.fr which are really active and already attract large audiences. Rural actors aim at animating their region and are using this new channel too (see: www. telepaysdechateaubriant.fr). Actors involved in education and vocational training are active too. The agricultural universities start to develop online educational resources (see: www.uved.fr). The agricultural R&D institute called
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Arvalis-Institut du Végétal (www.arvalis-tv.fr) is launching a web channel devoted to advices for arable crops producers. A local authority in Burgundy is financing and promoting an agricultural channel on www.sati.fr. From all these initiatives (Table 1), we see that agricultural TV programs, which have been declining for a number of years, are finding a new youth on the web where the number of program offers is quickly increasing. New technologies This renewal is linked to the emergence of new technologies that enable to easier produce and distribute programs in acceptable budget conditions (Waksman and Holl, 2008): • Distribution: everybody now knows web sites such as dailymotion.com or youtube.com that enable all of us to present their videos. But is this kind of solution sufficient? It is not sure since we see Terre d’infos as well as TV Agri distributing their programs both on the web and on DTTV (digital terrestrial television). We see a lot of regional authorities developing their own DTTV channel and being eager to address the public of rural areas and farmers, especially in a number of French regions where agriculture remains a main industry. We see here the birth of a potentially fierce competition between channels dedicated to Agriculture and those dedicated to regional information and animation. • Production: Recording and editing films are far less difficult than a few years ago. A good digital camera (with tripod) and good microphones enable to produce acceptable reportages. And for the final video editing, efficient and accessible software applications are available. The main difficulties are: • editing makes necessary a lot of efforts when recording is not well prepared; • sound quality is essential and is quite often the ‘weak point’; • the rhythm is essential too. Beware the ‘fall of regime’. We will look at these problems of quality in a next paragraph.



Table 1. Active French agricultural web TV channels. Different agricultural web TV



Type



Program duration



Periodicity



www.terre-net.fr www.agriculture.gouv.fr www.lateleagricole.net www.tvagri.info www.terredinfostv.fr



Commercial Governmental Commercial Commercial Agricultural chamber Local authority + academic



1 minute 3 minutes 6 minutes 3 minutes 50 minutes



Day Dy Week Week According special events Month



www.sati.tv (CanalAgri)
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The needs of targeted public Web TV providers are taking into account the real needs of the targeted public thanks to their indepth knowledge of the market. We already have many proofs of the market oriented approach of many actors: • a web TV journal addressing a farmers’ audience has to include market information. For example, the weekly www.tvagri.info always ends its 13 minutes journal with a thorough market analysis. • many farmers are more passionate about machinery than about e.g. seeds. Since April 2008, www.tvagri.info is proposing every week PowerBoost, a 26 minutes magazine dedicated to farm equipments. • to meet farmers’ requirements, lateleagricole.net is daily editing a 3 minutes journal with news from France, Europe and worldwide, and exclusive interviews. lateleagricole.net offers weekly magazines including field reports on agricultural productions, fairs and international news. In February 2008, lateleagricole.net opened the first web site enabling to share agricultural videos, a kind of youtube.com dedicated to agriculture and aiming at developing a users’ community. Direct or VOD Live broadcast is interesting: a regular (daily or weekly) appointment enables to attract spectators. Another advantage of direct broadcasting on www.sati.tv (CanalAgri) in Burgundy, is that spectators may raise questions e.g. to the invited experts thanks to a chat window that enables to communicate with the animator of the debates. The difficulty is that farmers, not free when the emission is broadcasted, prefer to look at archives and eventually use the video on demand (VOD) facility. On www.sati.tv, all programs are gathered under the label ‘Archives’ and are very much consulted when the number of live spectators is remaining modest. High professional quality or Web TV quality www.tvagri.info is establishing partnerships with classical TV studios and channels to benefit from all the means (studios, high quality cameras) and highly skilled technicians (directors, designers, cameramen...). This approach enables to broadcast videos both on the web and on DTTV, and should satisfy spectators who are used to look at high quality films on ordinary channels. However, we observe that the public does not require the same quality level from a large public channel, from an important institution, and from non-professional people doing their best with a narrow budget, but showing interesting information. In some cases, we are interested in videos caught with only a mobile phone. From the experience gained through the two projects CanalAgri and Agri Web TV, we conclude today that our audience is not expecting from us the quality of videos produced by specialized teams. We consider that a stand-alone camera with a suitable lighting may be enough, but a three camera design could be an interesting solution. The sound is often the weakest point and an external microphone is required. Too many camera movements (travelling, rotations…) are the hallmarks of amateurs who try to use all of their equipment functions, but tire very quickly the spectators. When editing, special attention has to be focused on the links between the different sequences and their length. Finally, the relevance of the topic, the angle, the selected speakers and the adaptation of contents to the targeted audiences are the main keys to success.
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The presenter at the heart of the program Whether we like it or not, the speaker often plays a central role in a seminar, a meeting… as does the presenter in a web TV program. We do not expect from this person the same charisma and popularity that well known TV presenters. But we observe that his role is far more important than one might think in the perception and understanding of audio-visual messages. A show is characterised, of course, by its purpose (information, training, entertainment, marketing...), its theme, its duration, etc. The choice of speakers is very important as well as the technical quality and the relevance of images or videos used to illustrate an idea or to offer the opportunity to know more about a problem. One aspect of interactivity is the place for questions of internet users or listeners but also to the possible presence in the studio of non-experts who are in some way the general public. Finally, it is clear that the situation in the human receptor and the device with which it captures the emission affect the way of seeing and listening. Thus, we can ‘listen’ to some web TV programs while doing something else (e.g. typing a letter) at the same time, and just have a quick look when the program seems to become particularly interesting. Catching a web TV show with their computers does not prevent internet users accustomed to ‘do more things at once with their computer’ to answer simultaneously, for example, their mails. How to inform potential audience The great difficulty as usual is to let potential audience know the new web TV channels. Newsletters being widely used and really appreciated in France (Waksman and al., 2007), all actors in the web TV have a newsletter and never fail to use any available newsletter to promote their programs. In this respect, www.terre-net.fr, which has become the first portal to agricultural information with its 134 000 readers (mainly farmers), has a definite advantage. Today being known by farmers and in the end keeping their audience is the challenge faced by many promoters of agricultural web TV channels. Conclusion: which economical model? If institutional channels are of course funded by their respective publishers, e.g. www.terredinfostv. fr by Agricultural Chambers and other institutions, CanalAgri by the local authority in Burgundy, commercial web TV channels are naturally funded by advertising. We are able to perform an in-depth analysis of investment and running costs but we can already see substitution effects taking place, web TV not replacing all other means to inform, communicate, train, etc. but taking its place alongside these tools, with all the budget adjustments that this new situation carries on. From the experiences described in this paper, we conclude that Web TV marketing / promotion costs are always more important than originally expected, and at the end of the day higher than creation costs. Already in the sixties, a few pioneers develop a TV channel called TPR (T for TV; P for Promotion; and R for Rural) at regional level. The technologies changed, but the taste for innovation and experimentation, the initiative capacity of entrepreneurs are still alive: the actors of the agricultural web TV are deeply changing the way we communicate towards farmers as well as towards the general public.
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‘ICT Adoption for Agriculture and Rural Development remains a major national and international concern’ (Gelb and Parker, 2007): There is little doubt that the interest in web TV programs will provide a significant help to increase farmers’ computer equipment rate and use. Will the Web TV be the ‘killer application’ that will push farmers to adopt ICT? References Gelb E. and Parker C. (2007) ICT in Agriculture: Perspectives on Technological Innovation - Is ICT Adoption for Agriculture Still an Important Issue? See: http://departments.agri.huji.ac.il/economics/gelb-gelb-parker.pdf Waksman G., Escriou H. and G. Gentilleau (2007), Situation of ICT in French agriculture, EFITA 2007, July 2-5, 2007, Glasgow (UK) Waksman G. et Holl Cl. (2008), Les agriculteurs s’emparent du net pour vendre - Travaux et innovations, n° 152, novembre 2008 Note ACTA Informatique organised a national seminar ‘TV and agriculture’ on May, 7, 2008. All documents are available at: http://www.acta-informatique.fr?d=7301.
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